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Disruption during the pandemic 

SJSU College of Humanities SEID lab

SJSU College of Humanities SEID lab materials wall

Design at SJSU

SJSU College of Humanities and Art Central Shop
Unavailable or limited access to 
▪ Central shop
▪ Building spaces
▪ Research facilities
▪ Labs



At the education level, we have very little knowledge 
about what the other discipline teaches.

▪ Overlapping topics such as packaging design, 
are taught completely separately with no 
interaction with other disciplines.

▪ Taught separately in design
▪ Taught separately in nutrition

The silos of education



▪ The history of design education 
roots back to 17th century Europe. 

The apprentice model
Design education history



Field champions are a thing of the past

▪ Early designers championed the vision of the 
entire product

▪ Products today are mostly designed in teams 

Streamlined train designed by 
Raymond Loewy. Image

Design history



MANUFACTURE

Collaboration is key

ENGINEERING

SALES

MARKETING

DESIGN
▪ Disciplines in industry must work together to 

accomplish goals of product delivery.

▪ Individual roles are sometimes blurred 

▪ Roles are sometimes very specific 
PRODUCT 

DEVELOPMENT

Disciplines in industry



Don’t chuck it, change it

▪ If we’re chucking deliverables over the fence, 
we’re short-selling an opportunity for innovation.

Silos of industry



Early brainstorming with multi-discipline collaboration:

▪ Leverages the skillsets of each discipline from a 
different angle

▪ Optimizes workflows early
▪ Identifies product challenges and limitations
▪ Reduces time to market
▪ Reduces cost of product development

An early seat at the table



Designers are not engineers and
engineers are not designers

It is unclear how much is enough 
information for foundation to leave room 
for further inquiry before overwhelm shuts 
the door of curiosity.

The challenge in design education



Both designers and engineers are 
concerned with the ultimate functionality of 
a product, but what differentiates us is the 
lens through which we evaluate function

The difference between our roles



Collaboration case studies
Fusion 360 at SJSU

Fall 2020: Industrial Design + Graphic Design only Spring 2020: ID + Engineering +Graphic Design

Fall 2021: ID + Engineering + Graphic Design Fall 2021: ID + Engineering + Graphic Design + Art

Spring 2020: ID + Chemical+Material Engineering 



Sustainability in Design
San José State University  |  FALL 2020 | ID students only



What does generative design have to do with sustainability?

Fusion 360 for iteration

Images courtesy of Autodesk



How generative design can help sustainable workflow

Sustainable Design through AI

  A.I. Chair by Philipe Starck for Kartell, powered by Autodesk

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=L05rfgDHVR4


Fusion 360 | generative design | aPriori
Generative Design

Images courtesy of Autodesk



Quick Concept Iterations by student, John Choi      



Fusion 360 | generative design | aPriori
Generative Design

Generative design studies by Ryan Yokono (parametric design panels for kiosk), Raul Velasco-Martinez (face mask bracket), and Thong le (hydroponic grow bucket)



Self-guided Walking Tour titled: What’s Old is New
History San Jose Exhibit

What’s Old is New website tied to the walking tour at HSJ ParkWhat’s Old is New self-guided walking tour at HSJ Park

https://docs.google.com/file/d/10xosgENDLiAVX5jwiNHlC-erf7rn2jy8/preview
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6c4SoQpgdg4


Workflow for What’s Old is New AR models 

CAD model 
(Fusion)

Vectary.com 
(HTML web embed code)

WIX.com 
(HTML embed)

What’s Old is New Exhibit



Next Room

Prompt #1:
Personal Protective Equipment (PPE)

Description:
As we continue to navigate the challenges 
surrounding the COVID-19 pandemic, we find that 
tools and equipment that functioned acceptably 
during normal circumstances are not fulfilling the 
extreme demands during this crisis situation. This 
project will explore more sustainable materials, 
construction, and a more user-centered design 
approach to solve problems of filtration, safety, 
comfort, and sustainability in personal protective 
equipment (PPE) as it becomes part of our 
everyday lifestyles. 

Click on a poster on the wall to see more

Posters designed by Yilin Ye, Keisha Herrera, and Raul Velasco Martinez and modified for print by the H&A 187 studio

#


Next RoomPrevious Room

Prompt #2:
Design for Abilities

Description:
Design a product for a specific user group 
(rehabilitation, aging, etc.) and leverage the power 
of AI and generative design using Fusion 360 and 
ecodesign strategy tools to reduce the 
environmental impact of your product.

Click on a poster on the wall to see more

Posters designed by Chelsea Nicole Ayson and Kai Bannister and modified for print by the H&A 187 studio



Next RoomPrevious Room

Prompt #3:
San Jose Story Map Project
Kiosk/display design

Description:

We have the opportunity to design two 
different styles of displays for the 
postcard submission competition in 
conjunction with the San Jose Story Map 
project. The project is a cross-discipline 
collaboration with a focus on “Deep 
Humanities for Socially Responsible 
Technology.”  One display will showcase 
all of the submissions and the second 
display will be in the form of an 
interactive  kiosk.

Click on a poster on the wall to see more

Posters designed by John Choi, Ryan Yokono, and Clemente Rivas and modified for print by the H&A 187 studio

#


Previous Room

Prompt #4:
Designer Choice
Description:
Design a product for a specific 
user group and leverage the power 
of AI and generative design using 
Fusion 360 and ecodesign strategy 
tools to reduce the environmental 
impact of your product.

Click on a poster on the wall to 
see more

Posters designed by Diego Almaraz, Mayra Ramirez, Peter Nguyen, Ziga Strakl, John Michael Hoffman, Thong Le and modified for print by the H&A 187 studio

#
#
https://www.woinexhibit.com/fold-umbrella
#
#


Lessons learned 
Subtitle

What we learned in Fall 2020 What we will do Spring 2022

▪ Students struggled to understand the 
value or what was happening with 
Generative Design

▪ The computation is invisible in the 
cloud, so there’s a disconnect between 
the constraints and the results

▪ Students struggle to understand the 
relationship between forces on the 
product and the desired outcome

▪ Go through a simple step-by-step 
example in class to illustrate clearer

▪ Start with topology optimization in a 
simple example so students can see 
the optimization in real-time

▪ Partner deliverables with engineering 
to expand the understanding of forces 
for designers and for engineer 
students to understand the goal of the 
design intent



Kiosk Display Project
SJSU  |  Spring 2020 | Design + Engineering Collaboration



Lorem Ipsum Dolor Sit

CAD and Rendering in Fusion 360 by design student, Ryan Yokono: Advisor: Kohar Scott Analysis by engineering student, Ryan Luc; Advisor: Dr. Vimal Viswanathan

Static Structure

● Simulated the forces applied to 
the table if someone were to 
sit on it

● Compared Stress  values against 
the yield stress of the materials

● Identify high stress points on the 
design

Buckling Analysis

● Validate the support structure
● Validate the system



Lessons learned 
Here’s what they had to say...

“Doing a project with a cross disciplinary 
team should be a requirement for 
undergraduate or graduate degree.  Seeing 
a project from a different perspective than 
the usual engineering perspective is a 
refreshing and educational experience; it 
helped open my eyes to the many 
nontraditional manufacturing methods.”

- Ryan Luc (engineering student)

“ Working with Ryan Luc has been pleasant 
and eye opening. His expertise in 
engineering is very helpful wh I’m working 
on my concepts and helps guide my 
designs.”

- Ryan Yokono (design student)



   Advanced Materials
SJSU  |  Spring 2020 | Design + Chemical + Material 
Engineering Collaboration



FEA  |  Meshes  |  and Topology Optimization

Images courtesy of Gaby Waldman-Fried; excerpted from her
topology optimization presentation

Autodesk workshop



Connecting the dots, or in this case, vertices
Why is this important?

Connecting an invisible 
idea (load-bearing) to 
what is visible (vertices 
and color patterns).

Images courtesy of Gaby Waldman-Fried; excerpted from her
topology optimization presentation



Lessons learned 
Subtitle

What we learned in Spring 2020 What we will do Spring 2022

▪ While students were excited about 
collaborating, they didn’t seem to ask 
each other the right questions to make 
conversations productive

▪ Students struggled to find time to meet 
outside of class time

▪ If deliverables are not interlinked, the 
discussions don’t happen

▪ Introduce the roles of each discipline 
in  product development in the built 
world and guide interaction

▪ Use Discord or similar platform as a 
way to connect outside of class

▪ Interlink deliverables to motivate 
productive discussions

▪ Showcase the skills of each discipline 
in the deliverables more clearly



Kreative Kitchen
SJSU  |  FALL 2021 | Design + Engineering 
Collaboration



The kitchen is the place to collaborate and create

▪ The Kreative Kitchen is an organic place to apply 
design and engineering to solve real-world 
problems

▪ It’s a place to explore cutting edge technologies 
outside of core major curriculum

▪ It’s a place to innovate curriculum to include 
multiple discipline perspectives

No Silos - Just Equal Seats



Sponsors: Autodesk + Aerospace Museum of CA
The Project Fall 2021



A new design workflow

+ = Collaborative 
Research

Design market research lecture Engineering (QFD) lecture

Crosslinking Lectures



Mastery Paths Options
Kreative Kitchen Curriculum



Technology options to explore

▪ Laser cutters (Universal)
▪ 3D scanner (Einscan HD Pro)
▪ 3D printing (Formlabs2,3, Raise 3D Pro2)
▪ VR (HTC cosmos elite)

Kreative Kitchen Tech



A new design workflow

▪ Background with the markers on it (fig1) works 
better to avoid having markers on the model that 
need rescanning and post-processing to remove. 

▪ Fig2 model will need some post-processing to 
remove the markers, or rescanned twice with 
markers in different positions to combine surface 
data. 

▪ Fig3 is for model surface reference only.

fig1

fig2

fig3

3D Scanning



A new design workflow

▪ Einscan cloud data 
▪ Meshmixer to clean up and simplify polygons
▪ Export to Fusion 360 to mirror form, modify
▪ Then 3D print

3D Scanning

½ clay model on mirror surface (mirror is taped 
so reflection doesn’t interfere with scanning)

First time 3D scanning (not optimized) Mesh model in Meshmixer

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uxHv7qCkDyU


Community Table Project
SJSU  |  FALL 2021 | Multi disciplinary collaboration



Lorem Ipsum Dolor SitCommunity Table Project



Multi-discipline collaborative gallery show

▪ First time student work will be showcased in the 
SJSU Thompson Gallery

▪ Work from various disciplines will be showcased 
▪ Workshops will allow students from other 

departments to cross-pollinate skills

https://www.sjsu.edu/art/places/thompsongallery/

Spartan Food Pantry      

Community Table Project



Bridging the gap between majors

▪ Low-stakes engagement through discord
▪ Open registration workshops on a variety of 

topics such as engineering, sustainable 
prototyping, traditional prototyping, and more

▪ Virtual access to MIRO board of WIP
▪ Working in teams of (3) and promoting cloud 

collaboration on Fusion

Building a colab opportunity
Discord 

MIRO



Multi-discipline collaborative gallery show

▪ Mechanical engineering faculty joined our 
ideation milestone review to provide feedback for 
student concepts

▪ As a class, we shared our design process, 
software, and techniques

Student sketch by Charles Merrill-Daniels

Community Table Project



A new workflow for our students

▪ Step 1: Build the positive geometry
▪ Step 2: Use the positive geometry as a 

tool to remove the material that makes 
the cavity of the mold

▪ Step 3: Break up the mold in parts that 
allow de-molding

▪ Step 4: 3D print
▪ Step 5: Experiment with materials 

(paper pulp, biomaterials, ?

https://www.instructables.co
m/Recycle-Cardboard-Into-
Anything-With-3D-Printing/a

YouTube video by the Nerdy 
Review 
(https://youtu.be/IhCc5DrPY
O0)

3D printing molds



Photo by Compare Fibre on Unsplash

Class on Zoom

Wish I could say my 
class zoomed like this

My reality most 
days is this

https://unsplash.com/@comparefibre?utm_source=unsplash&utm_medium=referral&utm_content=creditCopyText
https://unsplash.com/s/photos/zoom?utm_source=unsplash&utm_medium=referral&utm_content=creditCopyText


What’s Next
SJSU  |  SPRING 2021 | Multi disciplinary collaboration



Spring 2021

▪ Based on interest in the Kreative 
Kitchen, we could extend the 
independent study in the Spring

▪ Advanced Materials Spring 2021 
collaboration with Chemical and 
Materials Engineering

▪ Sustainable Design potential 
collaboration with mechanical 
engineering 

https://www.instructables.co
m/Recycle-Cardboard-Into-
Anything-With-3D-Printing/a

YouTube video by the Nerdy 
Review 
(https://youtu.be/IhCc5DrPY
O0)

Future collaborations



Thank you for your time and attention

kohar.scott@sjsu.edu

(408)924-8025

mailto:kohar.scott@sjsu.edu
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